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The Forgetting Moon Brian Lee Durfee 2018-01-22 A royal family in chaos, a country under attack, a prophecy of lies. Magic,
betrayal and epic battles War has come to the Five Isles. A merciless host driven by the Angel Prince, Aeros, has its sights on
the unconquered kingdom of Gul Kana. Its ruling family are fractured. The newly crowned king reigns in paranoid isolation, and
his two sisters have troubles of their own. Jondralyn wants to prove her worth as a warrior, while Tala has uncovered a secret
that may destroy the entire kingdom. Hidden at the edge of Gul Kana, however, is Nail. An orphan taken by the enigmatic
Shawcroft to a remote whaling village, he is now a young man who may be the salvation of the entire Five Isles... A dark and
epic fantasy perfect for fans of Mark Lawrence, Brent Weeks and George R.R. Martin. ‘This is an epic, EPIC fantasy’ Rob
Bedford, SFFWorld.com ‘Durfee writes with genuine passion, bringing his world fully to life with abounding detail and brisk, gutsy
action... an outstanding debut’ John Marco, bestselling author of The Forever Knight and the Tyrants and Kings trilogy ‘This is
high fantasy in the vein of Stephen R. Donaldson or David Eddings, with generous helpings from George R. R. Martin. Durfee’s
world building is exceptional’ Booklist ‘Plenty of well-crafted spectacle, thrills, suspense, blood, thunder and general sense of
wonder’ Locus magazine 'The battle scenes were, to say the least, epic and so immersive.’ Reader reviewer
Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons of Ares Vol 2- Wrath Pierce Brown 2020-02-19 The world of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising
expands further in the next installment of the Sons of Ares storyline. Fitchner’s quest for revenge continues as he and the other

Sons of Ares seek out the Golds who have wronged his family. But actions come with repercussions and an elaborate game of
cat and mouse is on. A battle of Gold versus Gold erupts further into more than acts of vengeance and becomes the seeds of a
revolution.
Golden Son Pierce Brown 2015-07-07 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Red Rising hit the ground running and wasted no
time becoming a sensation. Golden Son continues the stunning saga of Darrow, a rebel forged by tragedy, battling to lead his
oppressed people to freedom. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR, BUZZFEED, AND BOOKLIST •
“Gripping . . . On virtually every level, this is a sequel that hates sequels—a perfect fit for a hero who already defies the tropes.
[Grade:] A”—Entertainment Weekly As a Red, Darrow grew up working the mines deep beneath the surface of Mars, enduring
backbreaking labor while dreaming of the better future he was building for his descendants. But the Society he faithfully served
was built on lies. Darrow’s kind have been betrayed and denied by their elitist masters, the Golds—and their only path to
liberation is revolution. And so Darrow sacrifices himself in the name of the greater good for which Eo, his true love and
inspiration, laid down her own life. He becomes a Gold, infiltrating their privileged realm so that he can destroy it from within. A
lamb among wolves in a cruel world, Darrow finds friendship, respect, and even love—but also the wrath of powerful rivals. To
wage and win the war that will change humankind’s destiny, Darrow must confront the treachery arrayed against him, overcome
his all-too-human desire for retribution—and strive not for violent revolt but a hopeful rebirth. Though the road ahead is fraught
with danger and deceit, Darrow must choose to follow Eo’s principles of love and justice to free his people. He must live for more.
Praise for Golden Son “Stirring . . . Comparisons to The Hunger Games and Game of Thrones series are inevitable, for this tale
has elements of both.”—Kirkus Reviews “Brown writes layered, flawed characters . . . but plot is his most breathtaking strength. .
. . Every action seems to flow into the next.”—NPR Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN
SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE • LIGHT BRINGER
Exiled M. R. Merrick 2012-04-01 Chase Williams is a demon hunter in the Circle, or at least he was supposed to be. On his
fifteenth birthday, Chase stepped up to the altar to claim his elemental power, but it never came. Elemental magic is passed
down to a hunter through the bloodline, but on Chase's birthday, the bloodline stopped. Exiled without the Circle's protection,
Chase has spent two years trying to survive a world riddled with half-demons and magic. When he has a run in with a frightened
and seemingly innocent demon, he learns the Circle's agenda has changed: the Circle plans to unlock a portal and unleash pureblood demons into the world. Vowing to stop them, and knowing he can't do it alone, Chase forms a reluctant alliance with
Rayna - a sexy witch with an attitude and a secret. In their attempt to stop them, Chase and Rayna find themselves in the middle
of the Circle's plan, leaving one of them to decide what their friendship is worth, and the other's life depending on it.
Iron Gold Pierce Brown 2018 A decade ago, Darrow was the hero of the revolution he believed would break the chains of the
Society, and abolish the color-coded caste system. But the Rising has shattered everything, and brought endless war. New foes
emerge to threaten what has been earned, and throughout the worlds other destinies entwine with Darrow's to change his fate

forever. A young Red girl flees tragedy in her refugee camp, and achieves for herself a new life she could never have imagined.
An ex-soldier broken by grief is forced to steal the most valuable thing in the galaxy -- or pay with his life. And Lysander au Lune,
the heir in exile to the Sovereign, wanders the stars with his mentor, Cassius, haunted by the loss of the world that Darrow
transformed, and dreaming of what will rise from its ashes.
REBEL'S CREED Daniel Greene 2021-10-29 With one simple myth, nations burned. Under the Almighty, an empire has been
forged, bringing peace to the once-divided continent. But now, a spark of truth threatens to ignite the religion of lies. Chapman
unknowingly brought the Seventh Precinct to their demise. Now Officer Holden Sanders, known throughout the Capital City as
the survivor, seeks the truth of how so many he held dear were slaughtered. But when it comes to light his former mentor might
still draw breath, the Officer of God is forced to wage war against the Almighty itself.
The Superhero's Powers (young adult action adventure superheroes) Lucas Flint 2019-03-07 When Kevin Jason's worst enemy
steals his powers from him, Kevin and his parents go into hiding under government protection as Kevin's enemy relentlessly
hunts them down. But Kevin cannot hide forever. With his nemesis stealing more powers and growing stronger ever day, Kevin
must find a way to regain his own powers in time to stop his enemy before he grows too powerful to stop. Yet regaining his stolen
powers appears to be an impossible task until Kevin learns of someone who might be able to help. But the method that Kevin
wants to use may either give him his powers back ... or kill him outright. KEYWORDS: superhero action fiction, superhero
fantasy, superhero fiction novel, superhero science fiction, superhero scifi, superhero young adult, superhero city, superhero
books, superhero action, superhero books for kids, superheroes, cool superheroes, action adventure books, superhero action
adventure books, action adventure fiction, superhero action adventure fiction, young adult action adventure, action adventure
young adult
Red Rising Pierce Brown 2014-01-28 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pierce Brown’s relentlessly entertaining debut
channels the excitement of The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins and Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card. “Red Rising
ascends above a crowded dys-topian field.”—USA Today ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—Entertainment Weekly,
BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness “I live for the dream that my children will be born free,” she says. “That they will be what they like.
That they will own the land their father gave them.” “I live for you,” I say sadly. Eo kisses my cheek. “Then you must live for
more.” Darrow is a Red, a member of the lowest caste in the color-coded society of the future. Like his fellow Reds, he works all
day, believing that he and his people are making the surface of Mars livable for future generations. Yet he toils willingly, trusting
that his blood and sweat will one day result in a better world for his children. But Darrow and his kind have been betrayed. Soon
he discovers that humanity reached the surface generations ago. Vast cities and lush wilds spread across the planet.
Darrow—and Reds like him—are nothing more than slaves to a decadent ruling class. Inspired by a longing for justice, and
driven by the memory of lost love, Darrow sacrifices everything to infiltrate the legendary Institute, a proving ground for the
dominant Gold caste, where the next generation of humanity’s overlords struggle for power. He will be forced to compete for his

life and the very future of civilization against the best and most brutal of Society’s ruling class. There, he will stop at nothing to
bring down his enemies . . . even if it means he has to become one of them to do so. Praise for Red Rising “[A] spectacular
adventure . . . one heart-pounding ride . . . Pierce Brown’s dizzyingly good debut novel evokes The Hunger Games, Lord of the
Flies, and Ender’s Game. . . . [Red Rising] has everything it needs to become meteoric.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ender,
Katniss, and now Darrow.”—Scott Sigler “Red Rising is a sophisticated vision. . . . Brown will find a devoted
audience.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN SON •
MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE
Pacific Edge Kim Stanley Robinson 2013-12-31 The concluding book in Kim Stanley Robinson's critically-acclaimed Three
Californias Trilogy, Pacific Edge. 2065: In a world that has rediscovered harmony with nature, the village of El Modena,
California, is an ecotopia in the making. Kevin Claiborne, a young builder who has grown up in this "green" world, now finds
himself caught up in the struggle to preserve his community's idyllic way of life from the resurgent forces of greed and
exploitation. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Fractal Prince Hannu Rajaniemi 2012-09-27 "The good thing is, no one will ever die again. The bad thing is, everyone will
want to." A physicist receives a mysterious paper. The ideas in it are far, far ahead of current thinking and quite, quite terrifying.
In a city of "fast ones," shadow players, and jinni, two sisters contemplate a revolution. And on the edges of reality a thief, helped
by a sardonic ship, is trying to break into a Schrödinger box for his patron. In the box is his freedom. Or not. Jean de Flambeur is
back. And he's running out of time. In Hannu Rajaniemi's sparkling follow-up to the critically acclaimed international sensation
The Quantum Thief, he returns to his awe-inspiring vision of the universe...and we discover what the future held for Earth. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Malice John Gwynne 2013-12-03 The first book in acclaimed epic fantasy author John Gwynne's Faithful and Fallen series,
Malice is a tale of blind greed, ambition, and betrayal set in a world where ancient monsters are reawakening -- and a war to end
all wars is about to begin. The world is broken. . .and it can never be made whole again. Corban wants nothing more than to be a
warrior under King Brenin's rule -- to protect and serve. But that day will come all too soon. And the price he pays will be in
blood. Evnis has sacrificed -- too much it seems. But what he wants -- the power to rule -- will soon be in his grasp. And nothing
will stop him once he has started on his path. Veradis is the newest member of the warband for the High Prince, Nathair. He is
one of the most skilled swordsman to come out of his homeland, yet he is always under the shadow of his older brother. Nathair
has ideas -- and a lot of plans. Many of them don't involve his father, the High King Aquilus. Nor does he agree with his father's
idea to summon his fellow kings to council. The Banished Lands has a violent past where armies of men and giants clashed in
battle, the earth running dark with their heartsblood. Now, the stones weep red and giant wyrms stir, and those who can still read
the signs see a danger far worse than all that has come before. . .
How Do Fruits Smell? | Sense & Sensation Books for Kids Baby Professor 2017-02-15 This book features a wide range of

knowledge about senses particularly the sense of smell. Your child must be able to identify the different smells of fruits that he
can find around him as the book comes to an end. Increase your young one’s reading grade with this edition of sense and
sensation books for kids. Get your copy now!
Albert Is My Friend Jan Luck 2022-01-09 Meet Albert. He doesn't say much, but has a lot of great ideas. Mary Louise likes Albert
even though he is different from her other friends. Albert and Mary Louise want everyone to know that being different is okay.
"Albert is My Friend: Helping Children to Understand Autism" is about the friendship between a young boy, Albert, who is on the
autism spectrum and his friend, Mary Louise. Together they describe and explain some common autism behaviors at a child's
level of understanding. This read-aloud book has engaging color pictures that will hold the attention of children and adults. This
book presents a positive attitude and is a must read for family members, teachers, and community members.
Dark Age Pierce Brown 2019-07-30 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The bestselling author of Morning Star returns to the
Red Rising universe with the thrilling sequel to Iron Gold. “Brown’s plots are like a depth charge of nitromethane dropped in a
bucket of gasoline. His pacing is 100% him standing over it all with a lit match and a smile, waiting for us to dare him to drop
it.”—NPR (Best Books of the Year) He broke the chains. Then he broke the world…. A decade ago Darrow led a revolution, and
laid the foundations for a new world. Now he’s an outlaw. Cast out of the very Republic he founded, with half his fleet destroyed,
he wages a rogue war on Mercury. Outnumbered and outgunned, is he still the hero who broke the chains? Or will he become
the very evil he fought to destroy? In his darkening shadow, a new hero rises. Lysander au Lune, the displaced heir to the old
empire, has returned to bridge the divide between the Golds of the Rim and Core. If united, their combined might may prove fatal
to the fledgling Republic. On Luna, the embattled Sovereign of the Republic, Virginia au Augustus, fights to preserve her
precious demokracy and her exiled husband. But one may cost her the other, and her son is not yet returned. Abducted by
enemy agents, Pax au Augustus must trust in a Gray thief, Ephraim, for his salvation. Far across the void, Lyria, a Red refugee
accused of treason, makes a desperate bid for freedom with the help of two unlikely new allies. Fear dims the hopes of the
Rising, and as power is seized, lost, and reclaimed, the worlds spin on and on toward a new Dark Age. Don’t miss any of Pierce
Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE
Windows to Our Children Violet Oaklander 1988
Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons of Ares #6 Pierce Brown 2017-10-25 Fitchner's dramatic rescue attempt and the birth of the
Sons of Ares reach their dramatic conclusions, but they are just the seeds of a revolution that will change the Galaxy forever and
lead to the events of Pierce Brown's epic Red Rising saga
Red Rising Pierce Brown 2014-01-28 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pierce Brown’s relentlessly entertaining debut
channels the excitement of The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins and Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card. “Red Rising
ascends above a crowded dys-topian field.”—USA Today ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—Entertainment Weekly,
BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness “I live for the dream that my children will be born free,” she says. “That they will be what they like.

That they will own the land their father gave them.” “I live for you,” I say sadly. Eo kisses my cheek. “Then you must live for
more.” Darrow is a Red, a member of the lowest caste in the color-coded society of the future. Like his fellow Reds, he works all
day, believing that he and his people are making the surface of Mars livable for future generations. Yet he toils willingly, trusting
that his blood and sweat will one day result in a better world for his children. But Darrow and his kind have been betrayed. Soon
he discovers that humanity reached the surface generations ago. Vast cities and lush wilds spread across the planet.
Darrow—and Reds like him—are nothing more than slaves to a decadent ruling class. Inspired by a longing for justice, and
driven by the memory of lost love, Darrow sacrifices everything to infiltrate the legendary Institute, a proving ground for the
dominant Gold caste, where the next generation of humanity’s overlords struggle for power. He will be forced to compete for his
life and the very future of civilization against the best and most brutal of Society’s ruling class. There, he will stop at nothing to
bring down his enemies . . . even if it means he has to become one of them to do so. Praise for Red Rising “[A] spectacular
adventure . . . one heart-pounding ride . . . Pierce Brown’s dizzyingly good debut novel evokes The Hunger Games, Lord of the
Flies, and Ender’s Game. . . . [Red Rising] has everything it needs to become meteoric.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ender,
Katniss, and now Darrow.”—Scott Sigler “Red Rising is a sophisticated vision. . . . Brown will find a devoted
audience.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN SON •
MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE • LIGHT BRINGER
Morning Star Pierce Brown 2016-09-27 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Red Rising thrilled readers and announced the
presence of a talented new author. Golden Son changed the game and took the story of Darrow to the next level. Now comes
the exhilarating next chapter in the Red Rising Saga: Morning Star. ITW THRILLER AWARD FINALIST • “[Brown’s] achievement
is in creating an uncomfortably familiar world of flaw, fear, and promise.”—Entertainment Weekly Darrow would have lived in
peace, but his enemies brought him war. The Gold overlords demanded his obedience, hanged his wife, and enslaved his
people. But Darrow is determined to fight back. Risking everything to transform himself and breach Gold society, Darrow has
battled to survive the cutthroat rivalries that breed Society’s mightiest warriors, climbed the ranks, and waited patiently to unleash
the revolution that will tear the hierarchy apart from within. Finally, the time has come. But devotion to honor and hunger for
vengeance run deep on both sides. Darrow and his comrades-in-arms face powerful enemies without scruple or mercy. Among
them are some Darrow once considered friends. To win, Darrow will need to inspire those shackled in darkness to break their
chains, unmake the world their cruel masters have built, and claim a destiny too long denied—and too glorious to surrender.
Praise for Morning Star “There is no one writing today who does shameless, Michael Bay–style action set pieces the way Brown
does. The battle scenes are kinetic, bloody, breathless, crazy. Everything is on fire all the time.”—NPR “Morning Star is this
trilogy’s Return of the Jedi. . . . The impactful battles that make up most of Morning Star are damn near operatic. . . . It absolutely
satisfies.”—Tordotcom “Excellent . . . Brown’s vivid, first-person prose puts the reader right at the forefront of impassioned
speeches, broken families, and engaging battle scenes . . . as this interstellar civil war comes to a most satisfying

conclusion.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A page-turning epic filled with twists and turns . . . The conclusion to Brown’s
saga is simply stellar.”—Booklist (starred review) Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN
SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE • LIGHT BRINGER
Azura Ghost Essa Hansen 2022-02-01 One man and his sentient starship are all that stands between the multiverse and its total
destruction in the second book of Essa Hansen’s brilliant, mind-bending space opera trilogy perfect for fans of The Expanse and
A Long Way to a Small Angry Planet. Caiden has been on the run for ten years in order to keep his Graven ship out of the hands
of his old adversary, Threi. But when a childhood friend he once thought dead reappears to take it, he is lured into a game of
hunter and hunted with the one person whose powers rival Threi’s; his sister, Abriss. Now to have a fighting chance against the
most influential siblings in the multiverse, Caiden is left with no choice. He must unlock the Azura's true potential—which means
finally confronting his own mysterious genetic origins. "Unpredictable and strikingly unique, Azura Ghost is science fiction without
any limits to its imagination. Genre-breaking brilliance!"--David Dalglish, USA Today bestselling author "A blistering crash
through bubble universes, seas of the luminous dead, and sleeping alien cities. Liquid-crystal star ships, living machines, realitycleaving swordplay, and a dynasty whose words command your synapses and cells. Heart-heavy, astonishingly inventive, with
language that burns like plasma. A biomechanical sucker punch of a book. The space opera you've been waiting for."--Micah
Dean Hicks, author of Break the Bodies, Haunt the Bones "Essa Hansen is one of the most imaginative authors in science fiction
today, and in AZURA GHOST she delivers a thrill ride of a story."--Michale Mammay, author of Planetside "Azura Ghost is a
magnificent achievement. Hansen juggles multiple universes as if they were fireballs, without ever dropping a single one. Like
the best of science fiction, Azura Ghost asks the questions that we often fear to ask ourselves: about the extent of our
responsibility in this world, what it means to choose, the limits of empathy, and the inevitability of loss; and like the best of
science fiction, it asks them both at the scale of the cosmos, and at the level of a single human heart. The novel's ambition is
upheld by soaring prose, which does full justice to the scope of Hansen's imagination. An instant classic." -- Gautam Bhatia, coordinating editor of Strange Horizons and author of The Wall and The Horizon
The Light of the Midnight Stars Rena Rossner 2021-04-13 Experience an evocative combination of fantasy, history, and Jewish
folklore in this lush and lyrical fairytale-inspired novel from the author of The Sisters of the Winter Wood. Deep in the Hungarian
woods, the sacred magic of King Solomon lives on in his descendants. Gathering under the midnight stars, they perform small
miracles and none are more gifted than the great Rabbi Isaac and his three daughters. Hannah, bookish and calm, can coax
plants to grow even when the weather is bitterly cold. Sarah, defiant and strong, can control the impulsive nature of fire. And
Levana, the fey one, can read the path of the stars to decipher their secrets. But darkness is creeping across Europe,
threatening the lives of every Jewish person in every village. Each sister will have to make an impossible choice in an effort to
survive—and change the fate of their family forever. Praise for The Light of the Midnight Stars: "Storytelling as spellcasting.
Rossner has conjured something vivid and wild and true."—Kiran Millwood Hargrave, author of The Mercies "Rossner creates a

lush, immersive world through which the sprawling plot meanders, punctuated by moments of intense grief. The result is as
lovely as it is heartbreaking." —Publishers Weekly "Rossner's tale is as lyrical as the slow growth of roots, the quick dance of
fire, and the stately procession of the stars. Blending folktale with history, hope with tragedy, its touch will linger on your heart
long after you put it down."—Marie Brennan For more from Rena Rossner, check out The Sisters of the Winter Wood.
Black Futures Kimberly Drew 2021-10-26 “A literary experience unlike any I’ve had in recent memory . . . a blueprint for this
moment and the next, for where Black folks have been and where they might be going.”—The New York Times Book Review
(Editors’ Choice) What does it mean to be Black and alive right now? Kimberly Drew and Jenna Wortham have brought together
this collection of work—images, photos, essays, memes, dialogues, recipes, tweets, poetry, and more—to tell the story of the
radical, imaginative, provocative, and gorgeous world that Black creators are bringing forth today. The book presents a
succession of startling and beautiful pieces that generate an entrancing rhythm: Readers will go from conversations with activists
and academics to memes and Instagram posts, from powerful essays to dazzling paintings and insightful infographics. In
answering the question of what it means to be Black and alive, Black Futures opens a prismatic vision of possibility for every
reader.
A Wolf Like Me Andrew Stark Fitz 2017-06-18 A midnight ritual by a secret society in the English Countryside nearly costs
Thomas Spell his life. He returns home to Chicago to find that he carries within himself something unspeakable - a condition for
which he believes there is no cure, until he meets Penelope, a beautiful and brilliant pre-med student determined to heal him. But
the Brotherhood searches for him still, convinced that he holds the key to an unimaginable power. As his life begins to spiral out
of control, Thomas is forced to confront his own past, as well as the dark forces closing in on him and everything he holds dear.
The Queen's Resistance Rebecca Ross 2019-03-05 For fans of Red Queen and Grave Mercy comes the captivating sequel to
the Renaissance France-inspired epic fantasy The Queen’s Rising. Brienna is a mistress of knowledge and is beginning to settle
into her role as the daughter of the once disgraced lord, Davin MacQuinn. Though she’d just survived a revolution that will return
a queen to the throne, she faces yet another challenge: acceptance by the MacQuinns. But as Queen Isolde Kavanagh’s closest
confidant, she’ll have to balance serving her father’s House as well as her country. Then there’s Aodhan Morgan, formerly known
as Cartier Évariste, who is adjusting to the stark contrast between his pre-rebellion life in Valenia and his current one as lord of a
fallen House. As he attempts to restore the Morgane name, he let his mind wander—what if he doesn’t have to raise his House
alone? What if Brienna could stand by his side? But Brienna and Cartier must put their feelings aside, as there are more vital
tasks at hand—the Lannons' trial, forging alliances, and ensuring that no one halts the queen’s coronation. Resistance is
rumbling among the old regime’s supporters, who are desperate to find a weakness in the rebels’ forces. And what makes one
more vulnerable than love?
Golden Son Pierce Brown 2015-01-08 Ender's Game meets The Hunger Games in MORNING STAR , the second in an
extraordinary trilogy from the New York Times bestselling author of RED RISING. 'I'm still playing games. This is just the

deadliest yet.' Darrow is a rebel forged by tragedy. For years he and his fellow Reds worked the mines, toiling to make the
surface of Mars inhabitable. They were, they believed, mankind's last hope. Until Darrow discovered that it was all a lie, and that
the Red were nothing more than unwitting slaves to an elitist ruling class, the Golds, who had been living on Mars in luxury for
generations. In RED RISING, Darrow infiltrated Gold society, to fight in secret for a better future for his people. Now fully
embedded amongst the Gold ruling class, Darrow continues his dangerous work to bring them down from within. It's a journey
that will take him further than he's ever been before - but is Darrow truly willing to pay the price that rebellion demands? A life-ordeath tale of vengeance with an unforgettable hero at its heart, Golden Son guarantees Pierce Brown's continuing status as one
of fiction's most exciting new voices.
Theft of Swords Michael J. Sullivan 2011-11-23 Royce Melborn, a skilled thief, and his mercenary partner, Hadrian Blackwater,
make a profitable living carrying out dangerous assignments for conspiring nobles-until they are hired to pilfer a famed sword.
What appears to be just a simple job finds them framed for the murder of the king and trapped in a conspiracy that uncovers a
plot far greater than the mere overthrow of a tiny kingdom. Can a self-serving thief and an idealistic swordsman survive long
enough to unravel the first part of an ancient mystery that has toppled kings and destroyed empires? And so begins the first tale
of treachery and adventure, sword fighting and magic, myth and legend. When author Michael J. Sullivan self-published the first
books of his Riyria Revelations, they rapidly became ebook bestsellers. Now, Orbit is pleased to present the complete series for
the first time in bookstores everywhere. Theft of Swords was originally published as: The Crown Conspiracy and Avempartha.
BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA REVELATIONS Theft of Swords (The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha) Rise of Empire (Nyphron
Rising & The Emerald Storm) Heir of Novron (Wintertide & Percepliquis)
Which Way? Lidia Stanton 2017-07-07 For page samples, follow the link: https://books.lidiastanton.com/whichway This colourful
and highly engaging resource is written for children as young as 4-5 years old but also those in Key Stage 2 of primary school
(up to 9 years old) who continue to feel confused by letter and digit shapes. The latter group might become so discouraged that
they avoid writing, or write very little, despite having great imaginations. They start doubting their ability to simply 'know' the
correct way when writing b/d, p/q, p/g, 9/g, 6/9, s/z, 5/S, S/3, etc. Most teachers and parents are very good at playing down the
reversals and encouraging the child to have another go. They say, "It's fine, it's still good writing. I love what you've written here."
Yet, after so many attempts and after so many teacher corrections on the page, the child begins to think, "This writing game
might not be for me after all". Those with dyslexia will have additional phonological difficulties to manage alongside poor memory
for graphic shapes. This workbook is for children who can trace well at speed, thus appear to have developed adequate motor
memory in their fingers, yet struggle to remember 'which way' to write the letter or digit. It is very likely that they will be ready to
integrate this type of linear visual-spatial information at a later time. For now, they have no real-life representation, or model, of a
handful of graphic shapes in their brains, and this, in turn, can affect their confidence in writing independently. This resource
offers practical and long-term 'tricks' that will trigger the child's memory at the right moment. It adopts a complementary approach

to traditional letter formation teaching to bridge the gap between children who are proficient graphic writers and those whose
brains make different sense of graphic information. Many children with dyslexia and dysgraphia will particularly benefit from
completing the workbook. How to use the resource The child doesn't need to work through the entire book. Choose sections that
are relevant to their needs. Younger children (aged 4-6) will almost certainly need assistance when working with the resource,
although older ones will no doubt choose to work independently, showing their practised strategies and completed activities to
teachers and parents. It is recommended that section 7 (Use your whole body) is attempted with the help of an older helper or
adult. There are more than one method to help distinguish between b/d/p and s/z in this workbook. Introduce the child to only
one method at a time, evaluate the child's progress, and decide whether there is a need to move on to the next one. Some
children are more practical than visual - the 'Use your hands' strategy might be sufficient for them. Other children might enjoy
more visual strategies in sections 4, 5 and 6. In my experience, section 7 (Use your whole body) works well with children who
need to 'experience' concepts in a multi-sensory manner. Pay attention to the child's initial response to a particular method. It will
guide you along. You can mix and match strategies. Some children don't confuse b/d as much but struggle with p/9. Some
activities can be completed independently of the section the child is currently working through. For example, Activity 7 can be
attempted after completing the 'Use your hands' section. Flick through the book to decide which activities appear to be suitable to
the child's current progress.
The Fires of Vengeance Evan Winter 2020-11-10 In this "relentlessly gripping, brilliant" epic fantasy (James Islington), an ousted
queen must join forces with a young warrior in order to reclaim her throne and save her people. Tau and his Queen, desperate to
delay the impending attack on the capital by the indigenous people of Xidda, craft a dangerous plan. If Tau succeeds, the Queen
will have the time she needs to assemble her forces and launch an all out assault on her own capital city, where her sister is
being propped up as the 'true' Queen of the Omehi. If the city can be taken, if Tsiora can reclaim her throne, and if she can
reunite her people then the Omehi have a chance to survive the onslaught. "This gritty series set in a South African–inspired
fantasy world is an intense reading experience, and the second book is just as phenomenal as the first."—BuzzFeed News "The
Fires of Vengeance is epic fantasy at its finest."—Winter Is Coming The Books of The Burning Series The Rage of Dragons The
Fires of Vengeance The Lord of Demons
Snowblind Christopher Golden 2014-01-21 In Christopher Golden's first horror novel in more than a decade--a work reminiscent
of early Stephen King--Snowblind updates the ghost story for the modern age. The small New England town of Coventry had
weathered a thousand blizzards . . . but never one like this. Icy figures danced in the wind and gazed through children's windows
with soul-chilling eyes. People wandered into the whiteout and were never seen again. Families were torn apart, and the town
would never be the same. Now, as a new storm approaches twelve years later, the folks of Coventry are haunted by the
memories of that dreadful blizzard and those who were lost in the snow. Photographer Jake Schapiro mourns his little brother,
Isaac, even as---tonight---another little boy is missing. Mechanic and part-time thief Doug Manning's life has been forever

scarred by the mysterious death of his wife, Cherie, and now he's starting over with another woman and more ambitious crimes.
Police detective Joe Keenan has never been the same since that night, when he failed to save the life of a young boy . . . and the
boy's father vanished in the storm only feet away. And all the way on the other side of the country, Miri Ristani receives a phone
call . . . from a man who died twelve years ago. As old ghosts trickle back, this new storm will prove to be even more terrifying
than the last. Spellbinding in scope and rooted deeply in classic storytelling, Christopher Golden has written a chilling
masterpiece that is the best work of his career and a standout supernatural thriller. With richly textured characters, scarred and
haunted by the ghosts of those they loved most, Snowblind is rooted deeply in classic storytelling. Christopher Golden has
written a chilling masterpiece that is both his breakout book and a standout supernatural thriller.
Illegal Alien Robert J. Sawyer 2011-12-27 When a disabled spaceship enters Earth's atmosphere, seven members of the
advanced Tosok race are welcomed by the world. Then a popular scientist is murdered, and all evidence points to one of the
Tosoks. Now, an alien is tried in a court of law-and there may be far more at stake than accounting for one human life.
Women Outlaws #6 Kari Therrian 2016-09-22 WOMEN OUTLAWS #6Nothing was hotter in the 1950's than the comic book unless it was the western. Together they were unstoppable, supplanting the superhero for a while as the fantasy of every
American boy. Now you can enjoy again - or, for the first time - some of the best in classic comics with these public domain
reprints from Golden Age Reprints . This book contains the full issue of WOMEN OUTLAWS #6. Be sure to check out our entire
line of full-color comic reprints!The classic comic reprints from GOLDEN AGE REPRINTS and UP History and Hobby are
reproduced from actual comics, and sometimes reflect the imperfection of books that are decades old. These books are
constantly updated with the best version available - if you are EVER unhappy with the experience or quality of a book, return the
book to us to exchange for another title or the upgrade as new files become available. For our complete classic comics library
catalog contact kari@goldenagereprints.com OR VISIT OUR WEB STORE AT www.goldenagereprints.com
Tower Lord Anthony Ryan 2015-06-02 New York Times bestselling author Anthony Ryan returns to the “wonderful universe”
(Fantasy Book Critic) of Blood Song, as Vaelin Al Sorna continues on his inevitable road to destiny… King Janus’s vision of a
Unified Realm has failed, drowned in the blood of brave men fighting for a cause that was forged from a lie. Sick at heart, Vaelin
Al Sorna, warrior of the Sixth Order, returns home, determined to kill no more, seeking peace far from the intrigues of a troubled
Realm. But those gifted with the blood-song are not destined to live quiet lives. Vaelin finds himself a target, both for those
seeking revenge and those who know about his gift. And as a great threat once again moves against the Realm, Vaelin realizes
that when faced with annihilation, even the most reluctant hand must eventually draw a sword.
The Causal Angel Hannu Rajaniemi 2014-07-15 With his infectious love of storytelling in all its forms, his rich characterization
and his unrivaled grasp of thrillingly bizarre cutting-edge science, Hannu Rajaniemi swiftly set a new benchmark for Science
Fiction in the 21st century. Now, with his third novel, he completes the tale of the many lives, and minds, of gentleman rogue
Jean de Flambeur. Influenced as much by the fin de siècle novels of Maurice leBlanc as he is by the greats of SF, Rajaniemi

weaves intricate, warm capers through dazzling science, extraordinary visions of a wild future,and deep conjectures on the
nature of reality and story. In The Causal Angel we will discover the ultimate fates of Jean, his employer Miele, the independently
minded ship Perhonnen, and the rest of a fractured and diverse humanity flung throughout the solar system. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Red Room August Strindberg 2020-10-26 Arvid Falk is a young and idealistic government worker who always wanted to be
a poet. When a journalist writes a newspaper exposé based on Arvid’s stories about his useless government department, Arvid
is fired immediately. Starting afresh he sets out to explore every corner of the Swedish society, and the hypocrisy and corruption
he finds shocks him. Walking the streets of Stockholm will never be the same again once this novel gets under your skin. Named
the first modern Swedish novel, ‘The Red Room’ (1879) is wonderfully insightful and ironic. The Charles Dickens influence is
undeniable and Strindberg’s writing has been rightfully compared to that of Henrik Ibsen as well. August Strindberg (1849-1912)
was a world-famous Swedish playwright, who, in Sweden, was known for his novels, poems, essays and paintings as well. Along
with Henrik Ibsen, Hans Christian Andersen, Søren Kierkegaard and Selma Lagerlöf he is one of the all-time most influential
authors of Scandinavia.
Daughter of the Salt King A. S. Thornton 2021-02-02 Large Print
Morning Star Pierce Brown 2016-09-27 Darrow is a Helldiver, one of a thousand men and women who live in the vast caves
beneath the surface of Mars, generations of people who spend their lives toiling to mine the precious elements that will allow the
planet to be terraformed. Just knowing that, one day, people will be able to walk the surface of the planet is enough to justify their
sacrifice. The Earth is dying, and Darrow and his people are the only hope humanity has left. Until the day Darrow learns that it is
all a lie. That Mars has been habitable - and inhabited - for generations, by a class of people calling themselves the Golds. A
class of people who look down at Darrow and his fellows as slave labour, to be exploited and worked to death without a second
thought. Until the day Darrow, with the help of a mysterious group of rebels, disguises himself as a Gold and infiltrates their
society.
Free Roll Brandt Tobler 2017-05-22 Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily bet hundreds of thousands of dollars working
for some of the largest professional gamblers in Las Vegas? ... How to spend a summer house sitting one of the biggest stars in
the world's 11,000 square-foot mansion - without an invitation from it's celebrity owner ... Whether the life of crime - specifically,
running a shoplifting ring in a middle American mall - pays? ... What causes a son to finally say enough is enough ... and decide
"Today is the day I am going to kill my dad." Comedian Brandt Tobler has the answers in this funny, touching and sometimes
downright unbelievable memoir of a small town Wyoming-kid turned "mall-fia" don, turned nationally touring comic. Brand tells
his life story with candor, detailing the many pit stops, wrong turns, crazy connections and lucky breaks he experienced along the
way to his comedy career, all while trying to balance a toxic relationship with his unreliable jailbird dad. In these pages Brandt will
make you laugh (he better - it's his job!) and believe as he does that, when it comes to defining family, blood isn't always thicker

than water. -- back cover.
Jade War Fonda Lee 2019-07-23 In Jade War, the sequel to the World Fantasy Award-winning novel Jade City, the Kaul siblings
battle rival clans for honor and control over an Asia-inspired fantasy metropolis. On the island of Kekon, the Kaul family is locked
in a violent feud for control of the capital city and the supply of magical jade that endows trained Green Bone warriors with
supernatural powers they alone have possessed for hundreds of years. Beyond Kekon's borders, war is brewing. Powerful
foreign governments and mercenary criminal kingpins alike turn their eyes on the island nation. Jade, Kekon's most prized
resource, could make them rich - or give them the edge they'd need to topple their rivals. Faced with threats on all sides, the
Kaul family is forced to form new and dangerous alliances, confront enemies in the darkest streets and the tallest office towers,
and put honor aside in order to do whatever it takes to ensure their own survival - and that of all the Green Bones of Kekon. Jade
War is the second book of the Green Bone Saga, an epic trilogy about family, honor, and those who live and die by the ancient
laws of blood and jade. The Green Bone SagaJade CityJade War
Fear the Sky Stephen Moss 2014-06-01 In eleven years time, a million members of an alien race will arrive at Earth. Years
before they enter orbit, their approach will be announced by the flare of a thousand flames in the sky, their ships' huge engines
burning hard to slow them from the vast speeds needed to cross interstellar space. These foreboding lights will shine in our night
sky like new stars, getting ever brighter until they outshine even the sun, casting ominous shadows and banishing the night until
they suddenly blink out. Their technology is vastly superior to ours, and they know they cannot possibly lose the coming conflict.
But they, like us, have found no answer to the destructive force of the atom, and they have no intention of facing the onslaught of
our primitive nuclear arsenal, or the devastation it would wreak on the planet they crave. So they have flung out an advanced
party in front of them, hidden within one of the countless asteroids randomly roaming the void. They do not want us, they want
our planet. Their Agents are arriving. "Fear the Sky is a brutal and powerful rendering of what would really happen if a race
capable of interstellar travel set its sights on taking our planet from us. Book 1 in The Fear Saga sees very human protagonists
pitted against an interesting and three-dimensional alien culture. It is as enjoyable as it is frightening." Reviewer - Chronicles
Science Fiction Fantasy Community "Sometimes even a superior foe is worth fighting. Fear the Sky is an explosive story filled
with awesome tech: from the best of today's military machines to the worst of tomorrow's death dealers." Reviewer - SyFy
Iron Gold Pierce Brown 2018-01-16 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In the epic next chapter of the Red Rising Saga, the #1
bestselling author of Morning Star pushes the boundaries of one of the boldest series in fiction. “Mature science fiction existing
within the frame of blazing space opera . . . done in a style [that] borders on Shakespearean.”—NPR (One of the Best Books of
the Year) They call him father, liberator, warlord, Slave King, Reaper. But he feels a boy as he falls toward the war-torn planet,
his armor red, his army vast, his heart heavy. It is the tenth year of war and the thirty-third of his life. A decade ago Darrow was
the hero of the revolution he believed would break the chains of the Society. But the Rising has shattered everything: Instead of
peace and freedom, it has brought endless war. Now he must risk all he has fought for on one last desperate mission. Darrow

still believes he can save everyone, but can he save himself? And throughout the worlds, other destinies entwine with Darrow’s
to change his fate forever: A young Red girl flees tragedy in her refugee camp, and achieves for herself a new life she could
never have imagined. An ex-soldier broken by grief is forced to steal the most valuable thing in the galaxy—or pay with his life.
And Lysander au Lune, the heir in exile to the Sovereign, wanders the stars with his mentor, Cassius, haunted by the loss of the
world that Darrow transformed, and dreaming of what will rise from its ashes. Red Rising was the story of the end of one
universe. Iron Gold is the story of the creation of a new one. Witness the beginning of a stunning new saga of tragedy and
triumph from masterly New York Times bestselling author Pierce Brown. Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga:
RED RISING • GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE
The Negro Motorist Green Book Victor H. Green The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not
only of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications that will be found useful wherever he may
be. Also facts and information that the Negro Motorist can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public
doesn't know about and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and addresses and the kind of
business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your travels, whether at
home or in some other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as some of these places move, or go out of
business and new business places are started giving added employment to members of our race.
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